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lements of Environmental Chemistry, R.A. Hites. John
iley & Sons Inc., Hoboken, NJ (2007). 212 pp., Price: US$

0.00, ISBN: 978-0-471-98815-0

“Elements of Environmental Chemistry uses real-world
xamples to help readers master the quantitative aspects of
nvironmental chemistry.” This task is accomplished by using
roblems and their solutions. Posing problems and having stu-
ents solve them provides them with a toolbox for understanding
he complex issues in the environment. In addition to providing
tudents with problem solving skills, this book provides the basic
oncepts of environmental chemistry.

The table of contents is shown below selectively:

hapter Title

Simple tool skills
Mass balance—steady and non-steady state
Atmospheric chemistry—atmospheric structure, ozone, smog,
kinetics, greenhouse effect
CO2 equilibria—pure and polluted rain, surface water
Fates of organic compounds—vapor pressure, water solubility,
Henry’s law constant, partition coefficients, lipophilicity, fish
partition coefficients, adsorption, water–air transfer
Toxic environmental compounds—pesticides, mercury, lead

Numerous problems for student assignment are provided in
ach chapter. In my opinion, these are very interesting prob-
ems as many are based on (or described) real life applications.
umerical answers for each problem are found in the Appendix,
hile full solutions are available on the Internet. Hites strongly

ecommends students solve each problem and not just say “I
ould do it if I wanted to.”

Hites notes that only a few supplementary lectures would be
eeded to explain the material using this book. I am not sure I
gree that only a few lectures are needed. Personally, I would
iscuss the environmental topic at hand at greater length than
e suggests and then assign the chapter problems relating to the
opic. I was impressed by the scope of the problems and their
elevance to the subject. Were I still teaching, I would seriously
onsider adopting this book as a supplementary text in courses
n air and water pollution.
Gary F. Bennett ∗
Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering,

The University of Toledo, Mail Stop 305,
Toledo, OH 43606-3390, United States
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ater Infrastructure Protection and Homeland Security,
.R. Spellman. Government Institutes/Scarecrow Press,
andham, MD (2007). 295 pp., Price: US$ 79.00, ISBN:
78-0-86587-418-3

“This book (the author notes) was written as a result of
/11 and in response to the critical needs of water/wastewater
lant managers, plant engineers, utility managers and anyone
ith a general interest in the security of their water/wastewater

acility.”
Working for a large sanitation district, Spellman decided

hat his district was failing to address steps needed to protect
is facilities (wastewater treatment plants, maintenance centers,
umping stations, and main office complexes). These security
tems were discussed and the following list of required security
teps was compiled: awareness, vulnerability assessment,
eeds list, presentation of findings and recommendations, com-
ission presentation, implementation, and outside contractors/

isitors.
To illustrate the seriousness of the problems facing water

nfrastructure installations, Spellman describes the wide range
f processes involved in water and wastewater treatment sys-
ems. He also discusses the US EPA Water Protection Task
orce established in 2001. This discussion is followed shortly
y an excellent review of “Vulnerability Assessment” that runs
5 pages. That dialogue follows some amazing statistics regard-
ng the number of potential targets in the United States: 100,000
umping stations, hundreds of thousands of miles of water dis-
ribution systems and sanitary sewers, and 200,000 miles of
torm sewers. The foregoing constitute one of the country’s most
aluable resources valued at $2.5 trillion.

Drinking water systems receive special attention (as they

hould) with a thorough discussion of the threats and the many
ossibilities for contamination through introduction of bacte-
ia, viruses, cyanides, molds, pesticides, biological toxins, and
adionuclides. Even cyber security is discussed, as competent

mailto:gbennett@eng.utoledo.edu
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As noted previously, the last chapter deals with litigation.
Boo

ackers may attempt to gain access to remotely controlled sys-
ems.

At this point in the review, I think it would be useful to list
he chapter titles:

1. Introduction
2. Water/wastewater infrastructure
3. Homeland security strategy: water/wastewater
4. Security philosophy: know thine enemy
5. Vulnerability assessment
6. Drinking water contamination threats and incidents
7. Cyber security: SCADA
8. Emergency response
9. Security techniques and hardware
0. A changed nation

Appendix: Safety requirements of Sections 1433, 1434, and
1435 of Safe Drinking Water Act

In the past, I have reviewed several of the 48 books on safety,
ccupational health, water and wastewater operations, environ-
ental science and concentrated animal feeding operations that
pellman has authored. None has disappointed me. Spellman
rites clearly, logically and focuses on the problems and their

olutions. His books are practical rather than theoretical. This
ook should be consulted by all those involved in the provision
f water and wastewater services.

Gary F. Bennett ∗
Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering,

The University of Toledo, Mail Stop 305, Toledo,
OH 43606-3390, United States

∗ Tel.: +1 419 531 1322; fax: +1 419 530 8086.
E-mail address: gbennett@eng.utoledo.edu
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ead Regulation Handbook, E.E. Shea (Ed.)., second
d. Government Institutes/Scarecrow Press, Lanham, MD
2007). 304 pp., Price: US$ 95.00, ISBN: 978-0-86587-161-8

During the last two decades, numerous scientific studies have
een published linking the exposure of very young children to
ead-based paint hazards that result in neurological damage as

anifested by lower performance on intelligence tests as well
s behavioral problems. Hence this book, written by an attorney
ho has had considerable practical experience with the metal

tself as well as serving as an attorney for plants producing resins

nd pigments for the paint industry.

“Cutting to the chase,” I turn to Chapter 22 which provides
n excellent discussion of important new developments in lead-
ased paint litigation including the major lawsuits based on a
ws 753

ublic nuisance theory. The basis of most of the suits is the
anger lead-based paint (in homes) poses to children and, of
ourse, the significant removal cost.

I was not at all surprised by that chapter dealing with legal
ssues. Indeed, I thought the topic would dominate the book. But
was wrong.

Shea begins the book with three very informative chapters
ntitled:

Lead—general background.
Modern uses of lead and lead compounds.
Lead mining and production; alloys and compounds.

The material in these chapters appears to have been adapted
rom two major chemical technology encyclopedias. Abstracted
r not, the material is very nicely presented in a very readable
orm even including a four-page flow diagram illustrating the
roduction of lead.

Chapter 4 discusses the health effects of lead and its com-
ounds. A large amount of the data is from foreign sources. The
ood news is that exposure to lead has been declining rapidly.
ead ingested fell from 200 �g/day in 1940 to 90 �g/day in
974 and 10 �g/day in 1988. Mean blood cell concentration
lummeted also from 12.8 in 1976 to 2.8 in 1991 to 1.6 �g/dL
n 1999–2002. This is good because Shea discusses a litany of
otential effects of lead ingestion. In this discussion, Shea sup-
lies a list of reviews of major studies supported by literature
itations.

The next chapters report on the major U.S. environmental
aws dealing with lead. Separate chapters discuss lead as cov-
red by: The Clean Air Act; The Clean Water Act; The Safe
rinking Water Act; The Emergency Planning and Community
ight-to-Know Act; The Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended
y The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act; Compre-
ensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability
ct; Occupational Safety and Health Act; The Federal Haz-

rdous Substances Act; The Consumer Products Safety Act;
he Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act; The Hazardous
aterials Transportation Act; The Lead-Based Paint Poisoning

revention Act and The Residential Lead-Based Paint Haz-
rd Reduction Act; The Toxic Substances Control Act; The
tomic Energy Act of 1954; and State and Environmental Health
aws.

The next to last two chapters are entitled:

Evaluation, inspection and abatement of paint, dust and soil.
Standards organizations: ACGIH, ASTM, NAS, NSF, and
ANSI.
Gary F. Bennett ∗
Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering, The

University of Toledo, Mail Stop 305, Toledo,
OH 43606-3390, United States
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